
an area of water near land where ships can stay safely - harbour

a shop where you can buy some meat - butcher's

permanent area for public entertainment, with amusements, rides, food, etc. - theme park

a building for Christian religious activities - church

a place with buildings and platforms where trains stop for people - railway station

there are acrobats, clowns, and trained animals - circus

a place where you can change your hairstyle - hairdresser’s

a wide road for fast-moving traffic - motorway

shop where you can buy medicines - chemist's

a shop in which fresh vegetables and fruit are sold - greengrocer’s

a railway system in which trains travel through tunnels below ground: - underground

a place where aircraft regularly take off and land - airport

a machine, from which you can take money out of your bank account  - cash machine

a shop where bread and cakes are sold - baker's

a shop that sells newspapers and magazines - newsagent's

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

greengrocer’s    theme park    circus   harbour    butcher's    newsagent's     motorway    airport             

church   hairdresser’s     baker's    railway station    underground   chemist's    cash machine  
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Ex. 2 Unjumble the words. 

REVISION
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Ex.1 Work out the definitions.  

E8

armchair freezer garage carpet stairs

furniture elevator showerdishwasher
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amazing

comfortable

busy

colourful

enormous

far away

fascinating

modern

noisy

ordinary

impressive

peaceful

quiet

traditional

crowded

unusual

Ex.3 Use the adjectives and describe the places. 

E8

Ex.4 Put the words in the correct column. 

a supermarket

a leisure centre

a microwave

a pharmacy

a zoo

a washing machine

an art gallery

a bookshop

a theatre

a chest of drawers

dining room

a greengrocer’s

a vase

a cinema

a wardrobe 

a newsagent’s

HOUSE SHOPS ENTERTAINMENT

a washing machine

a chest of drawers

a microwave

dining room

a vase

a wardrobe

a supermarket

a pharmacy

a bookshop

a greengrocer’s

newsagent's

a zoo

a leisure centre

an art gallery

a theatre

a cinema
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We're going to decorate the kitchen next week.

Her landlord has given her a week to move out

How much rent do you pay?

Stay until the rain has stopped.

Have you washed the dishes?

Take the hoover and clean up this mess

Could you iron this shirt for me?

We don't have a laundry in this hotel.

I have to mow the lawn.

My husband doesn't want to take out the rubbish.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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rent   washed   hoover   laundry     move out

stay   mow    take out     decorate        iron

E8

Ex.5 Use the words from the table and comlpete the gaps. 

Ex.6 Label the pictures.

  bungalow   mansion     detached house   block of flats     caravan    

semi-detached house     skyscraper     terraced house

mansion semi-detached house

bungalow

caravan detached house

terraced house skyscraper
block of flats
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